
EE Final Research Question Proposal 

Name: ________________________________   Supervisor Name: __________________________ 

STUDENTS: COMPLETE THIS SECTION  

EE Subject Area: ________________________   IB Group:   1     2    3       4        5       6 

Lisa all IB classes in which an IA could cover your topic: _______________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Proposed Research Question (complete before supervisor interview): ______________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Actual/Finalized Research Question (complete with supervisor at conclusion of interview): 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 

 

SUPERVISOR: COMPLETE THIS SECTION 

1. Does the Actual Research Question above…(at least one should be a “YES”) 

(Circle all that apply) 

YES/NO     Define a problem or offer a possible solution to a problem? 

YES/NO     Discuss the current state of an issue or problem and suggest/predict its resolution? 

YES/NO     Offer a new perspective on an issue or problem? 

YES/NO     Theorize or propose how a situation should be changed or viewed differently? 

YES/NO    Compare or contrast (to prove some assertion or for some specific purpose)? 

YES/NO    Offer ideas about how something has been influenced to be the way it is/was? 

YES/NO    Conduct a lab experiment under the direct guidance of an RHHS science teacher?  

YES/NO    Offer opportunity to contribute intellectual insight to the literary/scientific/other community?  

 

2. Is the question appropriate/answerable for a 3,500-4,000 word essay?    YES/NO 

 

3. Does the question fit the parameters of the subject-specific guide?    YES/NO 

 

I APPROVE or REQUEST ADJUSTMENT (circle one) of the above research questions for this student’s EE. 

 

Supervisor Signature: _____________________________________  Date: ___________________ 

In proposing this topic, I understand that the IBO considers using any portion of a current or future IA  for my 

Extended Essay or submitting an EE without proper documentation or that I did not wholly compose myself to be 

an act of academic dishonesty. I am fully aware of the consequences of academic dishonesty and the possible 

consequences of such an act, including the school’s refusal to submit my EE and/or forfeiture of my IB diploma.  

Student Signature: _________________________________________________ Date: ______________________ 


